Public Parking for Denver Paramount Events
The Paramount Theatre is on Glenarm at the 16th Street Mall (1621 Glenarm)
(It is next to Marlow's restaurant.)
(((Do not go to the Paramount sign that is on the 16th St. Mall .....
that is the Paramount Cafe (the old Paramount lobby)))
For folks that are not able to take the RTD Senior Ride bus, there are three options:
1.) Park at a meter on the street.
Parking at a meter is free on Sundays ....
Finding an open meter within reasonable distance from the theatre may be difficult.
Meters in front of the Paramount are normally bagged for RTD Senior Ride buses.
Any other vehicles parking at the bagged meters will be towed!
2) Take a "normal" RTD ride, bus or light rail
Get to the 16th St. Mall then walk or take the free Mall Shuttle to Glenarm.
Get to the RTD Market Street Station and take the free Mall Shuttle to Glenarm.
3) Drive and park
There are several parking ramps and open parking lots in the area.
The Denver Downtown Council has a wonderful parking map showing parking locations and rates.
(Rates listed have the potential to be a few $$ out of date.)
On the internet, go to the following location:
http://www.experiencedowntowndenver.com/splashmap/tdm_splash_map/bin/tdm_splash_map.html
((It takes a few seconds for the map to load.))
1.) In the box in the upper right-hand corner of the screen, under "Select a Category",
left click on " Arts & Entertainment".
2.) A "Select a Subcategory" box is displayed.
3.) Use the slider on the right side of the box to scroll down through the list of locations.
Left click on "Paramount Theatre"
4.) There are two small balls in the upper left corner of the category box. A "+" and a "-" ball.
Left click on the "-" ball and the box will move off the screen.
(The balls will still be visible if you want to recall the box.)
5.) The screen now shows the section of downtown around the Paramount.
The blue ball locating the Paramount Theatre will be bouncing up and down.
6.) In the upper left corner of the screen is a "pad".
Under "Amenities" and under "Transportation" left click on the P in a circle.
All public parking locations in the area will be displayed with a P in a circle.
Move the cursor over any of the P's to display the parking details for that location.

